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What is the Function of this Document?
The Playbook fits between the SoM Strategic Plan and the
tactical Objectives and Key Results (OKR) of the Dean’s Staff,
Departments and Centers. It is designed to be a top-level view
of the most important priorities of the SoM.

USU School of Medicine

A message from

Dean Eric Elster
Having served my country honorably for 25 years during the course
of two wars, I remain dedicated to those who serve in harm’s way. As
your Dean, I will devote all my energy to preparing the next generation
of military medical physicians to be ready for the many challenges
ahead, as well as to our graduate students who will develop the
scientific advances these physicians will need. I will work directly with
the University leadership, the SoM Chairs, and the faculty to lead
the SoM into the future. The next few years will see many changes,
challenges and opportunities in medical education. I would like to take
this opportunity to give an overview of my goals going forward.
Within the SoM, As Dean, I will work with our team to ensure that we are prepared for the next
LCME accreditation cycle. During the past pandemic year, we saw tremendous innovation and
flexibility from our faculty and students in adapting our medical and science education, we will
use our team’s tremendous momentum to explore options to reimagine medical education. This
includes a refocus on our core leadership mission. Additionally, we will ensure that our core mission
of ‘caring for those in harm’s way’ has continued emphasis. I will work to further the immersion of
our students in our military culture and give them the tools to help address challenges in the world
around them. As the quality and diversity of our incoming medical and graduate student classes are
the key building block for success, I will work to enable our Director of Admissions to enhance our
national stature. Building on our success in research funding and deliverables, we will work to build
cross-collaborations between Departments and Centers, gain efficiencies, broaden the graduate
and medical student experience and stress both readiness and value – all key to ensure continued
success in the current and future environment.
Outside of the SoM, I will work to ensure the collective success of all members of the SoM. As Dean,
I will utilize relationships locally, nationally, and within the MHS to demonstrate the immense
value of USU and the SoM to the entire DoD and to the nation. Building on the KSA-based Clinical
Readiness Program, we will use existing resources and in collaboration with the Graduate School
of Nursing and other University leaders, to ensure the proficiency for all medical specialties across
all levels of students. Efforts like this will help ensure that the SoM is regarded as the resource to
task with addressing difficult challenges across education, readiness, preparedness, ethics, and
healthcare. Finally, I will focus on SoM faculty (both local and national) leadership development,
and diversity to ensure sustainment of these critical efforts.
As your Dean, I ask for your support. Change is ever present, and at times, difficult. This last year,
demonstrates the rapidity with which the unthinkable becomes the norm. The future will bring
new challenges.
I will do all that I can to be a Dean for you. I will endeavor to meet with you, to listen, and to help,
as you progress in your careers.
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Mission
As the nation’s Federal school of medicine, we educate, train, and comprehensively prepare
military and U.S. Public Health Service physicians, as well as uniformed and civilian public health
practitioners, psychologists and biomedical scientists to support our nation’s military and public
health systems, the National Security and National Defense Strategies of the United States, and the
readiness of our Uniformed Services.

Vision
We aim to be our nation’s preeminent institution for educating physicians, public health practitioners,
clinical psychologists and biomedical scientists to serve the United States as expert clinicians,
innovators and leaders in times of peace and war.

Values
A. Integrity. We foster a culture of academic, physical, and moral integrity in our students,
faculty, and staff. We are uncompromising in our adherence to the highest standards of
intellectual and personal integrity.

B. Innovation. Our faculty, students, and staff contribute to and creatively employ knowledge in
areas crucial to health and national security.

C. Caring. We foster an atmosphere of caring, mutual respect, courtesy, pride in work, and
combined uniformed services and academic professional development.

D. Communication. We interact and share information in a timely manner with openness,
candor, and sensitivity.

E. Excellence in Scholarship. We are committed to rigorous standards of scholarship –
including teaching, research, integration and application - and academic freedom as
fundamental to the advancement of knowledge and a lifetime of learning.

F. Selfless Service. We are committed to serve those who defend the nation and all Americans

at home and abroad. We are sensitive to the unique role that our Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen,
Marines, Coastguardsmen and Public Health Service professionals play in our national security.

G. Collaboration and Teamwork. We value the contributions of each member of our

community and work to achieve an environment characterized by cooperation, collegiality,
tolerance, mutual respect, and an appreciation of diversity, as well as facilitate cooperation
and collaboration in our science, educational methodologies, research, and leadership.
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SoM’s Priorities
Education
The SoM educates and trains health professionals and scientists dedicated to career service and
leadership in the DoD and United States Public Health Service. We build, sustain, and modify a
curriculum that is:
I. Integrated, enhancing course work that facilitates a rigorous exchange between the three
graduate-level academic schools: the School of Medicine, the Graduate School of Nursing,
and the Postgraduate Dental College, as well as the education and training components of the
SoM’s centers and institutes.
II. State-of-the-art, leveraging and developing advanced educational methodologies – including
distance-learning, integrated teaching, simulations and simulators – blended with proven
medical education systems;
III. Competitive and stimulating, drawing the best and brightest to USU to prepare for a uniformed
services health career;
IV. Military service-focused, graduating officers who are excellent leaders and superb physicians,
psychologists, scientists, administrators, and other health professionals.

Research and Scholarship
SoM research and scholarship are central to the other three mission domains. SoM research focuses
on military requirements and balances research that has immediate applications with research that
pushes back the frontiers of knowledge. Accordingly, our research focuses on:
I. Basic research, developing new knowledge;
II. Translational research, applying basic sciences to practical
applications of interest to the DoD and PHS;
III. Clinical research, generating and applying new knowledge
to populations and individuals;
IV. System and operations research, generating and applying
new knowledge to health systems worldwide;
V. Population health research, focusing on health outcomes
across various populations;
VI. Policy research, the development, application and
evaluation of knowledge around which effective policy
can be based.
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Leadership and Service
Today’s SoM graduates are tomorrow’s national military medical, health administration
and Public Health Service leadership. The SoM concentrates on leadership development and
thought leadership:
I. Leadership Development. The SoM is unique among medical schools around the world in
that we emphasize leadership development, integrating leadership responsibilities with each
aspect of medical education and developing in our students the skills necessary to become
outstanding leaders at all levels of our nation’s uniformed health services. To that end, the
Department of Military and Emergency Medicine integrates leader development throughout
the SoM’s curriculum, and we work closely with the Brigade’s leadership to ensure that we
have a common approach to leader development.
II. Thought Leadership. USU is widely accepted as a resource for critical information, thoughtful
analysis, and valuable insight for current and future Military and Public Health leaders and
practitioners in all health fields.
III. Service. SoM faculty, staff, and students provide service to the global community in support
of the health of uniformed service members and U.S. interests, the American people, DoD and
other federal agencies, and the National Capital Area (NCA) community.

Operations Improvements
The SoM has extraordinarily talented faculty, students and staff. In order to enhance the efforts
of our people, we must continually evaluate the working environment to ensure there are logical
and efficient processes, well communicated direction and a creative atmosphere in place to
facilitate success.
I. Remove Barriers. In a large organization, over time, the
natural progression is for processes to become increasingly
complex to account for all potential contingencies. To
optimize the efforts of our Departments and Centers, SoM
will work to simplify processes and remove process barriers.
II. OKRs. SoM will use Objectives and Key Results as a simple
but powerful tool to provide focus and track progress
towards our goals. On the following pages we will highlight
the most important OKRs from the Dean's Staff.
III. Internal Communications Plan. Large organizations
struggle with dissemination of information to keep their
people informed, motivated and efficient. The SoM will
work to implement innovative solutions to fill in targeted
information gaps.
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EDUCATION
Innovate and Enhance
Education to Create a
Ready Medical Force.

• SoM graduates are selected for residency training
in Critical Wartime Specialties at high rates
• SoM graduates are Medical Leaders with unique
competencies in Health Systems Science, Public
Health, Telehealth & Military-Specifc Knowledge,
Skills and Abilities (KSA)
• SoM utilizes cutting edge Simulation and other
digital education methods

Recruit, Develop, and
Retain outstanding
and diverse people
committed to the
Uniformed Services
Mission.

• Develop new Longitudinal Faculty Coaching
Program for Class of 2026
• Facilitate and optimize the UME to GME transition
through an enhanced career advising program
• Increase student diversity through Enlisted to
Medical Degree Preparatory Program (EMDP2)
and new pipeline programs
• Increase the retention and promotion of diverse
faculty
• Identify and address bias and racism in the curriculum

Ensure and optimize a
healthy and supportive
learning environment.

• Develop a program of longitudinal assessment
• Create pathways for Competency-Based Medical
Education (CBME) and dual degrees for students
• Enhance faculty development programs for all
SoM Faculty

OKRs aligned with:

Readiness
DEI Initiatives

• Improve SoM polices to foster an inclusive
environment
• Optimize student well-being & safety
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EDUCATION (continued)
LCME Preparation for
2023 visit.

• Develop LCME subcommittees
• Enhance knowledge of Dean’s Staf, Dept. Chairs
and Faculty on current LCME Standards
• Begin completion of Data Collection
Instrument (DCI)

Enhance Graduate Education
and GME in the NCC.

• Create a USU-FAES academic collaboration
• Enhance a sustainable funding mechanism for
graduate student education
• Improve recruitment of Under Represented (UR)
students to graduate programs

OKRs aligned with:

Readiness
DEI Initiatives
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• Improve career development resources for
graduate students
• Enhance all NCC programs: improve 1st time
Board Pass Rate (BPR), work hours and resident
satisfaction

RESEARCH & SCHOLARSHIP
Accelerate the conduct and
dissemination of innovative
research and scholarship
relevant to the military health
system, national health and
national security.

• Align research with DoD’s priorities and create
knowledge and material products

Develop and expand
equitable research
support and scholarship
competencies of School of
Medicine medical students
and faculty nation wide.

• Increase mentorship and funding support of
students through Centers and Departments

Leverage integrated research
collaborations to lead the
National Capital Region (NCR).

• Establish a system of research metrics in the NCR

• Develop research innovation hubs
• Allocate resources to address MHS research gaps
• Increase the SoM’s ability to utilize and access
“big data”

• Increase opportunities to enhance graduate
student and Capstone student research

• Foster greater bench-to-bedside dialogue
• Advance role of USU in an integrated Academic
Health System
• Pilot an Academic RVU program

OKRs aligned with:

Readiness
DEI Initiatives
Communication Handbook
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LEADERSHIP & SERVICE
Develop leaders of character
committed to service for the
military and the Nation’s
health.

• SoM develops Operational & Academic leaders
at levels greater than other accession sources
• Focus resources on the leadership development
of Department Chairs
• Develop 21st century adaptive leaders and
committed professionals

Cultivate a diverse national
community of servant leaders.

• Increase the number of SoM leaders who are
women and from backgrounds traditionally
under-represented in Medicine & Science
• Incorporate the value of cultivating diversity,
equity, and inclusion into leadership and
professional development curricula

Sustain and enhance a
comprehensive vertically
integrated Leadership
Education and Development
program that is synergistic with
LCME and GME curriculum
standards, and the Services’
Leadership programs.
(eg, Grifth Institute, Brigade,
MEM, LEAD, GME leadership
curricula, and Ofcer
Development programs)
OKRs aligned with:

Readiness
DEI Initiatives
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• Engage Grifth Institute to support Leadership
development
• Identify curricular areas ripe for integration

LEADERSHIP & SERVICE (continued)
USU SoM billeted Clinical
Faculty model service and
servant leadership by the
practice of their profession as
clinicians and teachers.

• USU billeted clinical faculty model service by
regularly practicing as clinicians and educators
• USU Department Chairs and billeted faculty
mentor medical students on campus and in
the MTFs

OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS
Enhance organizational
efciency.

• Identify and create relevant metrics to track
progress in key indicators.
• Identify and remove barriers that inhibit success
of Centers & Departments
• Initiate programmatic reviews and use OKRs to
maintain focus, enable problem solving and
track progress

Facilitate organizational
accomplishments.

• Create an Operations team in the Ofce of the
Dean w/experts in Communications, Personnel
and Business operations
• Re-align positions in the Ofce of the Dean and the
Dean’s Staf to align with mission

Improve Communications
within the School of
Medicine.

• Assess efcacy of current internal communication
strategies (with key audiences such as leadership,
local and national faculty, staf and students) and
identify areas to improve
• Design targeted approaches to fulfll information
dissemination needs without adding noise
Communication Handbook
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